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Introduction
The Deluxe Arcade JAMMA Fingerboard is designed to make adapting non-JAMMA arcade games to JAMMA 
wiring as easy as possible.

This document assumes the following basic knowledge:

• the ability to solder electronic components and wires

• an understanding of the meanings of the signals on a JAMMA connector and on arcade game boards

• an understanding of how to use a multimeter to check continuity

Features
• Gold-plated JAMMA fingers for reliable contacts

• Area to attach 0.156” pitch (arcade standard) edge connector

• Correct polarising slot at pin 7 of JAMMA connector

• All JAMMA signals labelled

• All JAMMA signals available on both sides of the board

• All JAMMA ground and power pins already inter-connected to reduce wiring

• Easy solder link for video ground

• Prototyping area for added circuitry or connectors

• Footprints for audio amplifier with volume control

• Mounting holes



Making a JAMMA adapter

Preparation
You will need a copy of the pinout which matches the game PCB. Since most game boards have connections 
on both sides, take special care to identify which side is which and which end of the connector is which. 
Often looking at the power and ground connections on the game board, which use much wider copper tracks
than the other connections, can help to match the board up with the pinout.

Check that the power needed by your game board is available from JAMMA: normally +5V, +12V and -5V are
available, but some games need unusual power connections.

If your game board uses a 0.156” pitch edge connector, obtain a connector to fit it. Solder every pin of this 
connector to the non-JAMMA side of the fingerboard. If the connector doesn't use all 28 pins, put it 
somewhere in the middle. Top tip: The spacing between the two rows of solder tags on many edge 
connectors is wider than the thickness of the fingerboard. Squeezing the rows of solder tags gently together 
in a vice will bend the solder tags so that they meet the pads on the fingerboard nicely, making them much 
easier to solder.

If your game board doesn't have an edge connector, obtain the right connectors to fit it and attach wires to 
them ready to solder to the fingerboard.

Wiring
Working pin-by-pin on the game board connector (or connectors), identify which JAMMA signal each pin 
should be connected to. Solder a wire from the pin to the hole in the JAMMA fingerboard labelled with that 
signal name. Note:

• All JAMMA signals are available on both sides of the fingerboard, so there should be no need to cross 
wires from one side of the board to the other.

• All the power and ground connections on the fingerboard are already connected together, so there's 
no need to wire every single +5V, +12V, -5V and ground pin individually. 

Use insulated wire for the connections. It's best for it not to be too thick: wire-wrapping wire works well, as 
does 7/0.2 stranded wire. Keep the wires short but with a bit of slack so that it's easy to move them aside to 
trace the wiring later, and to make sure they don't get in the way when adding new wires.

The pads on the non-JAMMA connector side of the fingerboard are numbered for convenience, but remember
that these numbers may not match up with the numbering scheme used by your game board.



The assembled example shown here is for the game 'Pleiades'.

Testing
Before switching anything on, check that the power connections are correct. Plug your adapter in to the 
game board but don't plug the JAMMA connector into anything. Using a multimeter or continuity tester, 
check that +5V and ground on the JAMMA connector go to the right places. Most game boards use some 
74xx series logic chips which have a ground connection at the bottom right corner and +5V at the top left 
corner. These pins are a convenient place to check the power connections.

Once you are confident that the power connections are correct, plug in your JAMMA cabinet or supergun and 
switch on. All being well, the game should work. If it doesn't, check the wiring again.



Martin-Jones Technology Ltd cannot accept any responsibility for damage to game boards or any other 
hardware resulting from incorrect wiring, nor can Martin-Jones Technology Ltd guarantee to be able to 
advise on JAMMA adapters for specific games.

LK1 – video ground
A separate video ground connection to the monitor can help to maximise picture quality, so many arcade 
cabinets are wired this way. Pin 14 of the JAMMA standard is allocated to 'video ground', which is this 
separate ground connection. However, many classic-era arcade games don't have a separate video ground 
connection: they assume that the monitor is connected to the same ground as everything else. These games 
need a connection from video ground to power ground to work correctly in a JAMMA system. To make this 
connection on the Arcade Deluxe JAMMA Fingerboard, simply bridge solder link LK1 with a blob of solder. If
the pinout of your game has a separate video ground connection, wire it to pin 14 (VGND) of the JAMMA 
connector.

To summarise:

Does your game have a special 'video ground' listed on its pinout?

• If so, wire video to to pin 14 of the JAMMA connector

• If not, bridge LK1 with a blob of solder

Audio amplifier
The JAMMA standard wires a loudspeaker to the JAMMA connector on pins 10 and L. Some game boards 
(such as the Mr. Do! series from Universal, and many Atari games such as Missile Command), cannot drive 
a speaker directly, and need an additional amplifier.

The Arcade Deluxe JAMMA fingerboard has space to construct an audio amplifier which does this job, and is 
already connected to the power and speaker JAMMA pins. The parts to build the amplifier are not included 
with the fingerboard and must be bought separately.

Parts list
The Farnell part numbers are what the prototype used successfully. None of the components are critical, so 
substituting alternative capacitors and resistors should work.

Part Qty Description Farnell

C1, C6 2 Capacitor 220nF 50V 2395774

C2 1 Capacitor 100uF 16V, 5mm diameter 8767122

C3, C5, C7 3 Capacitor 10uF 16V, 5mm diameter 8767084

C4 1 Capacitor 1000uF 16V, 10mm diameter 8767165

R1, R2, R3 3 Resistor 22k (red-red-orange) 9339310

R4 1 Resistor 1R0 (brown-black-gold) 9339094

R5 1 Variable resistor 10k log 1191736

R6 1 Resistor 100k (brown-black-yellow) 9339078

R7 1 Resistor 10k (brown-black-orange) 9339060

U1 1 LM1875T amplifier IC 1468913

Assembling the audio amplifier
1. Solder the resistors into their places, double-checking that they are the right values. It does not 



matter which way round they are fitted. 

2. Solder the capacitors C1 and C6 into place. It does not matter which way round they are fitted. Trim
their legs short on the back of the board.

3. Solder the electrolytic capacitors C2, C3, C4, C5 and C7 into place. Pay careful attention to which 
way round they are fitted. The stripe, or '-' marking on the capacitor must be lined up with the white
rectangular mark on the fingerboard, as in the photo below.

Trim their legs short on the back of the board.

4. Solder the volume control, R5, into place.

5. Solder the amplifier IC, U1, into place. Trim its legs short on the back of the board.

6. Double-check that each component is fitted in the right place and, where appropriate, the right way 
round, and that there are no solder bridges anywhere.

LK2 – amplifier to speaker ground
The audio amplifier already has its output connected to JAMMA pin 10. To complete the circuit to the 
speaker, bridge LK2 with a blob of solder. This connects ground to JAMMA pin L.

The audio amplifier will not work without LK2 soldered.



Amplifier input
To use the amplifier, connect the audio output pin of the game board (such as solder side pin 10 on Mr. Do!)
to the pad labelled 'AMP IN' on the fingerboard. This pad is accessible on both sides of the fingerboard.

Prototyping area

The grid of holes at the bottom of the fingerboard is a prototyping area for adding additional circuitry. Some
games need some extra logic to work with JAMMA, for example to combine separate horizontal and vertical 
sync signals, or to change how controls work.

None of the pads in the prototyping area are connected together, and there are no connections pre-wired to it
from the JAMMA connector. All the signals your circuit needs must be wired to it individually. Ground is 
available on the JAMMA pins close by, and +5V is brought to the labelled pad for convenience.

These photos show the prototyping area on a Q*Bert to JAMMA adapter. The 74LS00 on the left inverts the 
'test' signal to match how JAMMA cabinets use it. The wiring to the chip is done on the bottom of the board.

Mounting holes
Some game board adaptations need the JAMMA fingerboard to be physically attached to something. The 
Deluxe Arcade fingerboard has two fixing holes suitable for M3 or #4-40 screws. The hole centres are 
83.2mm (3 9/32”) apart.
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